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Translating History and Expunging Treason: 
Textual and Political Intervention in the 
Conspiracy of the Duke of Biron
Adrián Izquierdo
By the end of the sixteenth century and the beginning of the seventeenth, translation and historiography, both anchored in a common past and a venerable practice, were inseparable from the 
idea of nascent statehood in early modern Europe.1 As humanist scholars 
and politicians used the artes historicae as a method of dissecting the past 
to unravel the present, the translation of history became, in the hands of 
many European princes and states, a powerful political instrument for the 
deployment or emendation of contentious purposes.2 
Since historical narratives were built upon Cicero’s definition of historia 
magistra vitae as well as on the Polybian premise of similitudo temporum, 
humanists read, quoted, and translated the Greek historians and their Latin 
imitators, and widely drew on their accounts and style to chronicle the his-
tory of their times.3 Interest in ancient and modern historians was renewed, 
and the translations of historical narratives into vernaculars, and from one 
vernacular into another, were in constant demand, many setting the basis 
for the birth of great historical vernacular prose, like Jacques Amyot’s Vies 
paralleles and Thomas North’s Lives.4 
What follows is an analysis of Spanish intellectual Juan Pablo Mártir 
Rizo’s textual appropriation of a contemporary historical account by Pierre 
Matthieu—a phenomenon by no means uncommon to the practices of 
early modern imitatio—in order to write his Historia trágica de la vida 
del duque de Biron. In the early modern period, as Peter Burke has noted, 
“[d]espite . . . claims [to faithful translation], the interlingual translation 
of historians was at the same time a form of cultural translation, in other 
words, an adaptation to the needs, interests, prejudices and ways of reading 
the target culture, or at least of some groups within it.”5 The present essay ar-
gues that Mártir Rizo’s recodification of the account originally written by of-
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ficial historiographer Pierre Matthieu (1563–1621) served, on the one hand, 
to make relevant to his particular context a contemporary exemplum of the 
contentious relationship between a king and his minister, and on the other, 
to exonerate Spain from any involvement in the Duke of Biron’s conspiracy 
in the midst of the European power struggles for hegemonic supremacy. 
During the second half of the seventeenth century, the work of Matthieu 
was immensely popular within the European communities of readers, and 
his books became a fixture in the most important libraries of the time.6 A 
former Catholic leaguer opposed to the ascension of a Protestant king to 
the French throne, Matthieu was appointed royal historiographer after King 
Henry IV of France had initiated a program to restore the monarchy’s au-
thority after decades of civil wars that had devastated the nation and posed 
a challenge to the very nature of kingship. Known as “politique,” which was 
the moderate position in French religion and politics at the time, Matthieu’s 
official history became thus subservient to Henry’s exercise of power and 
aimed at increasing the authority and reputation of the king and state.7 Like 
Justus Lipsius’s influential treatises on political prudence, Matthieu’s history 
writing drew on classical rhetoric, Neo-Stoicism, Skepticism, and, most of 
all, on widespread Tacitism, and followed the usual humanist practices of 
extracting moral and political sententiae from past and present sources.8 In 
his elegant and erudite historical accounts, hyperboles, parallelisms, digres-
sions, sententiae, and apothegms meet us at every turn; his laconic style, 
highly esteemed by many of his contemporaries, accommodates a keen 
reflection on men and events in order to explain causation and extract a 
political philosophy of governance in times of uncertainty.9 
Besides his monumental Histoires,10 Matthieu also wrote several biog-
raphies of historical characters that brought him wide recognition among 
both Catholics and Protestants in Italy, England, and Spain, and that, 
unlike the dry political treatises that abounded at the time, penetrate the 
hidden desires and inclinations that moved past and contemporary histori-
cal characters. Anchored in the ancient and humanistic historiographical 
tradition—Plutarch, Tacitus, Seneca, Machiavelli, Jean Bodin, and Justus 
Lipsius—his biographical portraits allowed him to examine the exercise of 
kingship and power at a time when the absolute monarchies of Spain, Eng-
land, and France were fighting for survival or world hegemony. 
In the aftermath of Henry IV’s assassination in 1610, and during the re-
gency of Marie de Medici, former royal ministers and advisors like Matthieu 
were excluded from the court.11 In 1617, when the young king Louis XIII as-
serted his royal authority by ordering the assassination of Concino Concini, 
Matthieu came back as royal historiographer. He then published The Life of 
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Sejanus, the biography of Tiberius’s infamous favorite mapped onto the life 
and death of Concini. As for how he put together his narrative, he states in 
the title that it is a “Roman history compiled from different authors,” mostly 
from books III and IV of Tacitus’s Annals.12 The same year, he also published 
The Life of Philippa the Catanian, in which, taking as a model one of Boccac-
cio’s cases from De casibus virorum illustrium, he recreates the biography of 
Concini’s wife, Léonora Dori Galigaï.13 Matthieu’s first two biographies on 
Sejanus and Philippa are contemporary transpositions of ancient and early 
Renaissance narratives intending to depict the political landscape of seven-
teenth-century France. Together with the panegyric History of the Death of 
Henry IV (1610) and the political sketch of The Life and Services of Monsieur 
Villeroy (1618),14 they became Matthieu’s most translated books. 
His ancient and contemporary historical portraits rely on the recognition 
of the models offered by the classical tradition, and his princes, ministers, 
and royal favorites became prevailing symbols in the European collective 
imaginary. The names of Sejanus, Concini, and Philippa grew into cultural 
paradigms of the treacherous counselors, while that of Villeroy and King 
Henry IV of France illustrated the perfect minister and the superlative king. 
An eloquent and persuasive historian, Matthieu’s narratives are buttressed 
by the exemplum both as a rhetorical device and as an instrument of moral 
imitation, allowing him to exploit the classical rules of oratory to move the 
passions and guide the reader towards virtue.15 Also the writer of several 
tragedies, Matthieu’s history writing incorporated elements of the popular 
“histoires tragiques” genre practiced by other contemporary French human-
ists and historians such as Jean-Pierre Camus, Pierre Boitel, Pierre Boais-
tuau, François de Belleforest, Agrippa d’Aubigné, and Victor Palma Cayet.16
In the 1620s, Spanish political life-writing saw an unprecedented devel-
opment and, as I argue elsewhere, Matthieu’s translations, adaptations, and 
illustrations were a key factor in the popularity of this dramatic reason-of-
state genre.17 A case in point is the subject of the present essay, the biogra-
phy written by Spanish humanist Juan Pablo Mártir Rizo (1593–1642): La 
historia trágica de la vida del duque de Biron, which tells the story of Charles 
de Gontaut, Duke of Biron (1562–1602), executed for treason by Henry 
IV of France in 1602. The Duke of Biron was a French commander whose 
military achievements and friendship with King Henry IV elevated him to 
marshal of France. After the Peace of Vervins of 1598, the Duke of Savoy, 
refusing to cede the geographically vital Marquisate of Saluces to France, 
conspired with the Duke of Biron to dismember the French kingdoms 
aided by the gold ducats and by the men secretly provided by the Spanish 
Crown. The conspiracy involved other outstanding French nobles unhappy 
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with Henry’s government and whose alleged reason was to restore religious 
unity under a Catholic (not a converted Protestant) king in France. Alerted 
about the conspiracy, Henry IV had Biron condemned for high treason and 
beheaded in the Bastille.
Mártir Rizo, whose biography of the infamous French duke was published 
in 1629 and republished in 1635, was a well-known figure in the intellectual 
circles of the third decade of the seventeenth century.18 He was also Mat-
thieu’s most prolific translator into Spanish; by 1625, he had published, all 
translated from Matthieu, the lives of Sejanus and of Philippa the Catanian, 
and the history of the death of Henry IV.19 More than a mere propaedeutic to 
bolster his own creative faculties, these translations from the French served 
him as a model to shape his own biographical accounts around those same 
years. Fully aware of Matthieu’s appeal and that the genre of political biogra-
phy was widely consumed by his contemporary public, he readily capitalized 
on both with his Life of Seneca (1625) and Life of Maecenas (1626).20
All of Juan Pablo Mártir Rizo’s translations from Matthieu’s biographies 
revolve around the controversial notion of reason of state, the question of 
tyrannicide, and a paramount philosophical and political concern all over 
Europe at the time: the limits and prerogatives of the royal favorite. As sug-
gested by José Antonio Maravall some decades ago, in the lives translated 
from Matthieu as well as in the ones he wrote, Mártir Rizo explored and 
illustrated all possible king-favorite combinations: Sejanus represents the 
bad minister serving a bad king (Tiberius) and Philippa the Catanian the 
bad minister who subjugates a queen’s will (Joanna I of Naples), compli-
cated in this case by the fact that they are both women. Mártir Rizo’s biog-
raphy of Maecenas represents, on the other hand, the good minister serving 
a good king (Augustus), while his life of Seneca portrays the good minister 
who serves a bad king (Nero).21 But in order to expand the whole spectrum 
of the king and minister associations, he needed the case of a bad minister 
coupled with a good king, which he readily found in Matthieu’s account of 
the conspiracy of the Duke of Biron.
Mártir Rizo creates an independent biography, the Historia trágica de 
la vida de Biron, drawing on various narratives found in Matthieu’s grand 
history. Illustrating the historia sui temporis under Henry IV’s patronage, 
the official historiographer had chronicled the Duke’s conspiracy in his 
vast Histoire de France et des choses mémorables, divided into seven books. 
In the first book (third narration) Matthieu described how Biron obtained 
his illustrious titles of Duke and Marshal of France while the details of 
his betrayal appear in the third book (fourth narration). It is in book five 
(first, third, and fourth narrations), however, where the reader discovers 
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Figure 1. Title page of the Historia trágica de la vida del duque de Biron, Barcelona, 1629.
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Biron’s dealings with his coconspirators until his execution. Thus scattered 
throughout several books and narrations in the Histoire de France, Matthieu 
registers the official version of the case, pointing out Biron’s connivance 
with the Duke of Savoy and with the Count of Fuentes, who was at the time 
the Governor and Captain General of the Spanish territory of Milan. The 
details of the plot are lushly interspersed with political and philosophical 
comments on reason of state, observations on the fortunes and misfortunes 
of past and present kings and ministers, apothegms, myriad exempla on 
past and present historical cases, and quotations from countless sources 
including Tacitus, Plutarch, Seneca, and even Machiavelli. 
A thorough comparison of Mártir Rizo’s Historia trágica de la vida del 
duque de Biron and Matthieu’s Histoire de France exposes most of Mártir 
Rizo’s text as a translation from the French historian. While the opening 
lines of the biography were directly translated from Matthieu (third book, 
first narration), Mártir Rizo adds about fourteen folios that, as far I have 
been able to determine, seem to have been written by him. From then on, 
except for a few very precise additions and subtractions, the Historia trágica 
is a “translation” that weaves together all these passages extracted from the 
various books of Matthieu’s Histoire de France. 
In the early modern period, “translation practices,” as Peter Burke has 
noted, “varied considerably more than general theories suggest. As often 
happens, different norms coexisted and competed, so that we may speak of 
cultures or subcultures of translation.”22 Mártir Rizo himself, for example, 
approached different texts by Matthieu in very different ways. If in his 
Sejanus he closely followed the French historian, the same cannot be said 
of Philippa the Catanian, where his active intervention in the text is visible 
from the paratexts. For this particular translation, he also enlisted the pen 
of his influential friend Francisco de Quevedo, who wrote a “Judgement” 
of the works of Matthieu included in the prefatory material. Quevedo, also 
captivated by the political wisdom and the rhetorical energeia of the French 
historian, highlights how and why Mártir Rizo’s historical emendation on 
the ancestry of Aragonese kings was imperative. While Quevedo recognizes 
Matthieu as a famous and worthy historian, he criticizes him for slander-
ing the Spanish monarchs, thus deviating from his duty as a historian and 
manipulating the truth. According to Quevedo, Mártir Rizo’s two marginal 
corrections in the Life of Philippa the Catanian aimed at rectifying the dis-
torted message in the original, namely, the reprehensible lies written by the 
French historian. These two emendations announced in the paratexts are 
visible in italics in the margins, and they replace the copious marginal notes 
in the original French. 23
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 In his translation of the History of the Death of Henry IV, Mártir Rizo’s 
authorial mediation is somewhat different. In this particular case, for ex-
ample, he decided to append to his translation an account of the harrowing 
judgment and torture meted out to François Ravaillac, Henry IV’s tyranni-
cide.24 He reminds us in the paratexts that if Pierre Matthieu had not men-
tioned Ravaillac’s name even once so as not to bring the murderer any glory, 
his decision—to append the excerpt on a punishment he considered exem-
plary and worth telling—might have also been prompted by political rea-
sons. After Henry IV’s assassination, the prominent Spanish Jesuit thinker 
Juan de Mariana’s book De rege et regis institutione, denounced as a Jesuit 
agitation to kill the king and deliver France into the hands of the Pope, was 
publicly burned by order of the French Parliament. When the tyrannicide 
went public, people gathered in front of the house of the Spanish ambas-
sador in Paris to stop any attempt at escape, and François Ravaillac, when 
questioned under torture, denied any acquaintance with Mariana’s book.25 
Besides a warning to tyrannicides, the translator’s addition, I believe, aims 
at clearing Spain, and the Spanish religious order, from any doubt of agency 
in the French magnicide. 
Mártir Rizo’s approach to Matthieu’s lengthy account of the fall and de-
capitation of the Duke of Biron, however, conspicuously differs from these 
two previous examples. Nowhere in his text does he broach the fact that all 
the material for his book was taken from Pierre Matthieu’s monumental 
Histoire de France. But what is still more significant, contemporary writers 
and censors considered the Historia trágica as his, and not as a transla-
tion. Quevedo, for example, defending Mártir Rizo from the attacks of 
writer Juan Pérez de Montalbán, cites the lives of Maecenas, Seneca, and 
Biron as Mártir Rizo’s own.26 Similarly, the censor of the edition published 
in Barcelona in 1635 clearly credits him with the authorship of the Biron 
biography.27 
In the study of the circulation of early modern transnational texts and 
ideas within the Republic of Letters, the case of Mártir Rizo’s Historia trági-
ca del duque de Biron is significant because the binary model of original and 
translation stalls, and the line between what is and is not a translation be-
comes blurred. In order to understand Mártir Rizo’s approach historically, 
and not to fall into futile and anachronistic judgments on plagiarism and 
intellectual dishonesty, I believe it is more productive to highlight the kind 
of transformations such texts underwent when moved across borders and 
assess Mártir Rizo’s endeavor in relation to what Burke calls “the cultures of 
or subcultures of translation” prevailing at the time.28 
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Textual Mediation
Mártir Rizo’s biography follows a compositio and typographical language 
similar to the one employed by known philologists and historians such as 
Justus Lipsius, Montaigne, and Pierre Matthieu. The biography is divided 
into “parts” containing a summary of the chapters in italics, and, curiously 
enough, only a handful of marginal notes, one of them a reference to Pierre 
Matthieu’s history describing the death sentence that fell upon the Duke, as 
if Mártir Rizo were using Matthieu as another source en passant, and not as 
the historian from whom he is “carrying across” his whole biography (see 
fig. 2).29 Such a method of assembling fragments, citations, and sententiae 
from different classical and modern sources into different chapters where 
Figure 2. Marginal note and only instance where Mártir Rizo mentions Matthieu in the 
Historia trágica. 
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new meaning emerged from fragmentation, was not unfamiliar to human-
ists nor to the community of readers at the time. Commonplace books, “the 
principal supporting system of humanist pedagogy,” as Anne Moss and oth-
ers have studied, were popular in the period, and readers saw themselves as 
potential writers and mediators between old and new texts.30 Lipsius’s Politi-
corum, Montaigne’s Essais, or Robert Burton’s The Anatomy of Melancholy, 
are, using Lipsius’s own metaphor, single tapestries of a variety of colored 
threads, where meaning of loci communes, made uniform and coherent in 
the new texts, differed from the original meaning and resounded with po-
litical connotations.31
After carefully reading Matthieu’s Histoire de France, one can assume, Már-
tir Rizo selected all the building blocks pertaining to Biron’s life and death 
needed for his biography. Once he had identified the rhetorical elements of 
inventio scattered in the different books of the Histoire, he organized them 
following a chronological order, varying Matthieu’s lengthy account in or-
der to create his own rhetorical dispositio. Through translation, he imitated 
Matthieu’s style to produce the “elegance” of the elocutio praised by the cen-
sor in one of the paratexts.32At the same time, he introduced cuts, opening 
sentences, comments, and additions, working with the disposition in order 
to glue together the different pieces, or, as Lipsius had said of his Politica, “to 
prevent them from flowing around and being mortar without limestone, . . . 
connect[ing] them fittingly . . . with the cement of [his] own words.”33
But if we need to go back to Lipsius’s process of receptio to understand 
Matthieu, I believe we also need to take another look at both Lipsius and 
Matthieu in order to understand Mártir Rizo. Matthieu, well versed in the 
Lipsian tradition of organizing political theory books from commonplace 
collections, used translation, transposition, and adaptation of all traditional 
ancient and modern sources available to him to write history. These sources 
range from the Latin works by Renaissance scholars like Erasmus, Agricola, 
Ramus, and Lipsius—derived in turn from earlier works reaching back 
through Cicero, Quintilian, Plutarch, Plato, and Aristotle—to more modern 
and contemporary political writers such as Botero, Machiavelli, and Span-
ish political exile Antonio Pérez. His encyclopedic accumulation prompted 
historian Charles Sorel to quip in the mid-seventeenth century (once this 
method of composition had lost favor) that one could become an erudite 
just by reading Matthieu’s marginal annotations.34
 Similarly, Mártir Rizo, aware of Matthieu’s use of past historians, phi-
losophers, and moral and political writers for inventio, smuggled across lan-
guages and borders the historian’s textual “building blocks” as sole source of 
composition and arranged them in order to create his own rhetorical dispo-
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sitio. In doing so, he produced something new, that is, a stand-alone biog-
raphy, thus crossing not only geographical and linguistic barriers, but also 
the generic divide between history and biography. Unlike Lipsius, Matthieu, 
Burton, or Montaigne, Mártir Rizo’s only source in this particular case was 
Pierre Matthieu’s eclectic and erudite history. But the end result was also 
his, prompting not only the censor of the book but also the printer of his 
editions to noticeably call him “the author” on the title page (see fig. 1).
The elimination of Matthieu’s marginalia in the Spanish version, the uni-
fication of the typographical layout of an original text marked by the use of 
italics in lowercase identifying a direct speech, or capital letters emphasiz-
ing a sententia or a dictum: all this, in sum, transformed the original multi-
layered “tapestry” into a homogeneous five-part discourse. In this sense, 
as Jacob Soll has studied in relation to Machiavelli’s The Prince, “material 
rhetoric,” besides taking into account the material form of texts, “implies 
that the act of changing the meaning of a text by its formal presentation was 
a conscious method of expression for humanists.”35
Political Intervention
Despite historians’ claims that they wrote sine ira et studio (without hate 
and partisanship)—a much-quoted phrase from the opening lines of Taci-
tus’s Annals—historical truth depended on what side of the Pyrenees they 
stood. In the first decades of the seventeenth century, and beyond the politi-
cal animosity that opposed both nations, French and Spanish intellectuals 
shared a keen interest in the literature, history, and ideas produced by their 
respective scholars. Official historiography, based on a common humanistic 
background and appreciation of the classical tradition, drew on the active 
circulation of contemporary practices, techniques and ideas.36 The case of 
Biron’s conspiracy, also registered by other French historians such as Jean de 
Serres and Victor Palma Cayet, traversed the English Channel and became 
known in England in Edward Grimeston’s translation, A General Inventory 
of the History of France, published in 1607. This translation, in turn, gave 
playwright George Chapman material for his double play The Conspiracy 
and Tragedy of the Duke of Biron, performed in 1608 at the Blackfriars. 
Mártir Rizo’s appropriation of Matthieu’s text was also the source for Span-
ish playwright Juan Pérez de Montalbán’s El mariscal de Viron, reprinted 
several times since 1632. These examples of the European circulation of the 
Biron episode are a particularly suggestive snapshot both of the dissemina-
tion of knowledge on a massive scale and of the instrumentality of transla-
tion and adaptation of political texts across national borders.37
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Following the project he had in mind, Mártir Rizo started his third part 
of Historia trágica de la vida del duque de Biron (corresponding to the sec-
ond narration, fifth book of Matthieu’s Histoire), blatantly eliminating any 
negative allusion to Spain’s declining role in European politics.38 According 
to Matthieu, the European political environment at the turn of the century 
was strained, and peace in the continent was compromised because of the 
“uprisings in Italy, the extremely belligerent nature of the Count of Fuentes, 
the intrigues of the Duke of Savoy (who could not live in peace), and the 
resentment of the Spaniards as a result of the disadvantageous conditions 
they had obtained in the Treaty of Vervins.”39 Mártir Rizo replaced this 
entire section with a lengthy philosophical digression on the maliciousness 
of men (supported by a moral reflection on the value of physiognomy in 
relation to Biron’s appearance) and tied it up with Matthieu’s translated 
text, systematically eliminating in the rest of the text any reference to the 
Spanish participation in the conspiracy as well as the part played by the 
Count of Fuentes, the head of the plot on the Spanish side.40 The maneuvers 
and intrigues of the Count of Fuentes, governor of the Spanish territory 
of Milan, are unambiguously described by Matthieu, who cites Fuentes’s 
stratagems dozens of times. Mártir Rizo, on the contrary—and this is one 
of the more conspicuous deviations in the translation—only mentioned the 
Count of Fuentes once, adding a very different twist to history writing that 
summarily absolves Fuentes of any involvement in the plot.41 
According to the official history rewritten by Mártir Rizo, the Count 
of Fuentes, whom he calls an “invincible captain,” showed superlative in-
tegrity by refusing any deceitful participation in the plot. In Mártir Rizo’s 
recasting, the Spanish monarchs and their subjects would only meet their 
enemies face to face, with the sun as a witness, always abstaining from any 
unscrupulous participation in intrigues and double-crossings. But he does 
not stop there and goes on to say that Henry IV of France owes the brave 
Count of Fuentes the favorable outcome of the conspiracy. Most recent 
historiographical evidence, however, tells us otherwise, since Fuentes, one 
of the great defenders of the prestige of the Spanish Monarchy, did have an 
active involvement in the conspiracy, constantly communicating with the 
Duke of Biron as well as with Philip III and the Duke of Lerma.42 
But since history was primarily written in order to illustrate how the 
present mirrored the past, the historical reasons that prompted Mártir 
Rizo’s transposition of the 1602 Biron episode twenty-seven years later 
were very different. The Mantuan Wars of 1628–31, brought about by the 
deaths of the Dukes of Mantua without legitimate heirs, was one of the final 
chapters of the century-old confrontation between Spain and France for the 
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control of the Italian territories. The Duchy of Mantua and the Marquisate 
of Monferrat were strategic positions for Spanish access to the Netherlands; 
both Spain and Savoy were anxious to prevent the succession of the rightful 
heir, the French Duke of Nevers, because it would jeopardize the Spanish 
position in northern Italy. Eventually, although “the costs of intervention 
in Mantua had been horrifying for both France and Spain,” for the latter 
“the results were an unrelieved disaster.”43 According to John Elliott, Spain’s 
intervention in Mantua “had antagonized European public opinion, driven 
the papacy into the arms of the French, strained Madrid’s relations with 
Vienna almost to a breaking point, and wrecked Olivares’s grand design 
for securing peace with the Dutch on terms rather better than those of 
1609.”44  Another crucial factor to bear in mind is that Mártir Rizo’s Historia 
trágica was published twice in Barcelona, a region in robust disagreement 
with Olivares’s policies that aimed at curtailing their provincial rights and 
liberties. This growing conflict with the provinces would eventually, in less 
than a decade, lead to the revolt of the Catalans and the loss of Portugal.45 
As Elliott categorically puts it, the Mantuan affair was “probably the worst 
[…] blunder of [Olivares’] twenty-two years in power.”46
Translations of Matthieu’s works, I argue, were a dynamic source for 
Spanish intellectuals and political figures involved in the direction of the 
Hispanic Monarchy to appropriate ideas and values that otherwise would 
have been censored by Spanish Catholic authorities. Some of Machiavelli 
and Bodin’s ideas, openly or in disguise, faithfully translated or intention-
ally amended, were extensively used by Mártir Rizo, as noted by Maravall 
some decades ago.47 In this particular case, Mártir Rizo found in Matthieu’s 
history volumes the hermeneutical artillery that allowed him to decipher an 
exemplary case of a grandee that had everything but the throne, and who, 
moved by ambition and ingratitude, acted against his king and kingdom. 
Such cases, for instance, had been outlined both by Machiavelli (Discourses, 
III, 6) and Lipsius (Politicorum, IV, 10) when discussing collective conspira-
cies and tyrannicide.48 
People, books, and ideas spread via different exchange networks, and one 
must also emphasize Mártir Rizo’s relationship with prominent intellectuals 
and Tacitist writers from Olivares’s circle (Francisco de Quevedo, Lorenzo 
Ramírez de Prado, Tamayo de Vargas and Gil González Dávila, and the 
Count of la Roca) who participated in the common culture of historical 
and political counsel of the period.49 In the first years of the 1620s, he seems 
to have been, like many in that decade, captivated by Olivares’s winds of 
change, as can be inferred from his flattering dedication of his 1626 Life of 
Maecenas to the minister. His translations and dedications to Olivares and 
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other outstanding statesmen and politicians might have been prompted by 
his desire to obtain an office at court. But after almost a decade in power, 
by 1629, when Mártir Rizo’s biography appeared, Olivares’s politics was 
becoming widely discredited, and French and Spanish relations had begun 
a downward spiral that would bring about, only six years later, a declaration 
of war between the two nations. 
Behind the surface of Mártir Rizo’s account of Biron as an exemplum were 
many other familiar shadows: the beheadings of Concini and Léonora Dori 
Galigaï in Paris, the fall of all-powerful minister Lerma, the decapitation of 
Lerma’s secretary, Rodrigo Calderón, in Madrid when Phillip IV ascended 
the throne in 1621, as well as the 1601 execution of the Earl of Essex and the 
1628 assassination of the Duke of Buckingham in England. In the politically 
charged horizon of expectations of Mártir Rizo’s Spanish readers, different 
in time and space from the ones of the Histoire de France, the exemplary fall 
of the all-powerful French Duke, who, due to his pride and cupiditas, had 
betrayed his prince, could be read both as a warning and a covert critique 
of Olivares, the Spanish minister who had usurped the king’s authority in 
government affairs and whose military and financial reforms were ruining 
the hispanic monarchy.50 
In the end, what Mártir Rizo saw in Matthieu’s account of Biron’s downfall 
was an invaluable opportunity to draw attention to the limits and preroga-
tives of the royal minister in the exercise of power, as well as to the reading 
of history as a method for extracting political prudence. Ultimately, the 
European circulation of Matthieu’s texts is evidence of both the prevalent 
culture of manipulation and “translation” as well as of the interdependence 
of official historiography across national borders during the early modern 
period. Official history writing, as Chantal Grell has noted, far from being 
an isolated or theoretical phenomenon, was part of a game of competition 
and emulation connected to the creation of modern states in Europe.51 In 
the cases of France and Spain, as studied by Fabien Montcher, royal histo-
riography was an essential component of the “information system of both 
monarchies.”52
While Mártir Rizo’s Historia trágica de la vida de Biron exemplifies how 
protean were the lines between translation, imitation, and adaptation, and 
how diverse were the approaches that translators could take within the 
same period and vis-à-vis the same source author, what is remarkable in 
this case is a translation operating simultaneously to transform  content, 
genre, and style. Using translation as a cloak, a serious incident in European 
politics was reshaped, and the extensive interventions of Spaniards in the 
conspiracy and all other political transgressions were completely expunged 
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with one stroke almost twenty years after the events, thus distancing the 
Spanish Catholic king from the common accusation of Machiavellian abus-
es of power. An altered linguistic dress, a partisan historical perspective, 
and a new subgenre—that of biography—all highlight, in the case of Mártir 
Rizo’s rewriting of the Biron episode, the translator’s legitimate agency in 
the authorship of the text. If his Historia trágica intensified what he had 
found in Matthieu’s history volume —a new translatio of an old theme—it 
is the author, not the translator, who becomes invisible in the process.53 
Both traduttore and traditore, Juan Pablo Mártir Rizo produces a new text in 
which original authorial sources and the intervention of the Spanish Crown 
in the conflict are “betrayed” in one and the same process.
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